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This study reports the results of teaching junior college students in a block or
mini-college plan. in which five teachers shared the same students in a core program-
of courses. Objectives of this approach included increasing student identity with the
college. developing new concepts about team teaching. utilizing the advantages of
modern technology in instruction, and increasing student learning. The evaluation of
this program included faculty responses. student responses. scores on the
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. scores on the Purdue Attitude Scale. ACT
Composite scores, and grades earned. Preliminary results indicated no definite gains
in instructional efficiency. However, the general reaction by students and by teachers
was positive. A value of this study was that it assisted in the identification of
instructional problem areas. The report includes data from each of the measurement
devices and a copy of the student questionnaire. (JC)
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Milapj1CMQ.L.T

The original design of the mini-college was the creation of Dr.
Carol Zion. then Associate Dean of Instruction, El Centro College After
mov4ng to the district office as Specialist for Educational Planning. Dr.
Zion continued to plea for and implement the mini-college.

It was suggested that five teachers be chosen from "enthusiastic
volunteers" to share the same 180 students. It was recommended that history
and English be a part of such a program along with a general science course
and two of the more popular electives, such as psychology and perhaps one
of the humanities courses.

By giving these students a tight formal schedule of a limited nature
(through computerized registration), the teachers assigned to these 180 stu-
dents would be free to take such students on field trips to art galleries, etc. ,
without worrying about interfering with other class work. The interdiscipti-
nary theory would argue that a trip to the art gallery could result in a theme
for the English east as well as a lesson for the art class.

Regarding stimulation for the teachers, the same apProach wotdd
suggest that science exhibits would be of interest to the English, art, and
history teacher, and a lecture on public affairs would be of interest to those
not in social science. If the claim is made that a student must be a well-
rounded individual, faculty members should not remain ignorant of the work of
their colleagues in other fields and departments. It was thought that this
would be a desirable experience for the teachers as well as the students.

The plan assumed utilization of the Learning Center facilities
with programmed materials, films, etc. For such an extensive program, much
planning was required, and it was first 'deemed best to pay these five teachers
to develop such a program during the summer of 1968 and have it go into effect
in September of 1968. However, it was eventually decided to take a step
while enthusiasm ran high. On the condition that the right five teachers
could be found and given planning as an overload during the Pall of .1967 (that
is, pay them as though they were teaching a night class but instead have
them do this programming), the decision was made to institute such a program
during the Spring of 1968.

While the Dean of Instruction had a brief outline of such a plan,
it had weaknesses to which these five instructors would address themselves.
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1-47 a s realized that they could not possibly work out ell the problems prior
to instituting the program, but would have to adjust as they went along.
Rather than wait until everything was just right for implementation, the risk
was based on the selection of five excellent teachers, and the hope that stu-
dents would not suffer from mistakes made, and that all who would be involved
in this process would gain from it.

It was noted that one of the lowest factors in the spring 1967 Pur-
due evaluations was related to claes size. If these evaluations were to be
used constructively, it seemed appropriate that an experiment addressing it-
self to this problem be undertaken.

The core of this plan left large group assiemblages for testing put-
poses, or to hear a consultant brought in for a apecial occasion, and for a film
which had been rented for one particular shoiving. In the case of the consult-,
ant or the film, the teachers and the students together would form the audience*

Since this experimental college would, it Was hoped° serve as a
basis for future adaptation, it was necessary that it include all levels--lower,
average, and honor students. In such a heterogeneous group, a further
rationale against lecturing was being tested, since it is difficult for a lecturer
to know at what level to direct his speech. The essence of this plan is
shown on the following pages in a typical teacher's schedule and a typical
student's schedule. Note that the one scheduled meeting per week wee for
a group of twenty students. The other TBA meetings were ill individual assign-
ments or in groups of five to ten. The tutorials were manned with the.help
of honor students. This approach fitted into a multi-faceted honors plan whiCh
went into effect in the fall of 1967.

P ...9.11.1.11E_BOARD

The purposes of a college within a oollege an varied, as indicated
by the structure of the board. It was hoped that the student, by being a
member of a small unit within the larger college, would not lose the feeling
of identity which often happens in our present day educational world. It was
hoped to utilize established theory and, perhaps, develop some new concepts
about team teaching. The board contains those with subject matter specialm
ties as well as those with expertise in the area of student learning processes.
In addition, it involved those who can truly make modern technology serve the
instructional process. No finished product or theory is assumed. All ten
members of the board were involved in developing the program.
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While thesseipeopitt voere planning the collifle within a c;c)lisge
for the spring semester during the fall term, they required some time in
August to set the initial framework and begin to function as a unit.

5 Instructors
History 102
English 102
Math
Art 104
Psychology

1 Counselor
1 Reading Special 12t
1 Aedio Specialist
1 Data Processing Advisor
1 Coordinator

leassavogre

10

lay Hammond
Paxton.Moore
Mildre0 Pinch
Nancy Sue Reynolds
Dorothy Booth

Johnyce BtU
Mike Mayan
Richard Smith

Carol Zion

STULPENTS ACTUALLY IN THI PROGRAM

An analysis of the distribution of the ACT Composite *Scores of
the 1967-68 freshman class of El Centro College and the 1966-67 Texas Com=
Posite (collage-bound) indicated the following coMparison:

Texas:
M 18,05

SD gis 5.15

El Centro:
M si 15.91

SD ix 5.24

Actualli, 90 students enrolled in the Mini-College instead of the
180 proposed. This was sham to be due to mathematical limitations impoted
by the particular pattern of five courses -- a factor overlooked in initial plan-
ning. The mean and siandard deviation of students on the ACT composite was
determined to be as follows:

M 19.4
SD- 6.4

See Table 8 for a more detailed distribution of scores arid compari-
son with a sample of "regular° El Centro College students.
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RESULTS

Since advanced plans had not been Mede for any formal stUdy of
the Mini-College, as conducted during the Spring semester, 1968k very few
definitive statements can ba made. The study consiited of five stages.:
(1) an informal, anecdOtal description of the operatiOn as viewed by the staff
members; (2) student responses to a series of open ceded questions; (3)
comparisons between Mini-Co/lege students and etudents enrolled in tredi-
tional sections of English and History on the Watsor..-Glaser Critical Thinkini
Appraisalv (4) comparison of Purdue Attitude Scale Acti.ns for students enrolled
in Mini-College English° History, Mathematics', and Psychology, with stu-
dents enrolled ill regular sections of these courses; . (5) comparison of grades
received in Mini-College sections and regular-sections of the same 04:intim.
Except for the math,courses, no Specific statement of objectives., with appro-
priate testing devices, was Prepared .

A pattern of informal obsenration aro/ interviews with instructora
was.implemented after mid-semester. No conrilusive generalizatione may be
made, but some characteristic observations may be tentatively stated as follows
as reported by the teachers:

"A sense of frustration over lack of regular attendance".

"Students were mis$nformed that they would pass `regardless' in
this experiment; therefore, they took a lot for granted."

"The good students are doing very well; the not so good--not
good."

The counselor assigned to tbe M1i4a4College reported instances of
student dissatisfaction because of the unstructured nature of some of the teach-,
ing. Generally, it may be reported that four of the instructors attempted to
achieve the Qtandard outcomes of the respective disciplines. They all report-
ed an esprit tie corps among students and teaching staff not characteristic of
the conventional teaching structure.

All of the instructors expressed difficulty in planning and develop-
ing tutorial and/or self-instructional components of the program. These took
more time than anticipated and some were of doubtful effectiveness, as judged
by the teacher concerned.
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Several instructors expressed difficulty in "getting the seminars
going". The apparent apathy of many of the students was herd to overcome.
It was not easy to overcome twelve or more years of "lecture-listening"
habits. Obviously special techniques needed to be developed for most effect-
ive utilization of the seminar sessions.

...§VlaggeL.SL_VATION

During the latter part of April, 1968, a questionnaire was submitted
to the students in the Mini-College. A detailed description of the response
to this questionnaire is hereby reported. Questions 1 - 4 were tabulated by'
Vernon Hendrix and the remaining questions by Mrs. Bizzell.

Seventy students completed the questionnaire which allowed them
to express their opinions about certain aspects of the Mini-College. A des-
cription of the resulti for the first four questions follows.

Ouefgep 1:

Nineteen students either failed to answer the first question or gave
unrelated responses, without any evaluation or information. Fifteen students
indicated a,positive attitude for the Mini-College. Ten of these were general
responses such as "good", "fine", etc. Three of them were complimentary of
the instructorse in general, one of which stressed the casUal and "without stress"
atmosphere. Zoo were particularly positive about the films.

Fifteen students expressed essentially negative kwitiions in their re-
sponse to question 1. The greatest number of negative reactions (six) were

. concerned with the films. These criticized the content (one student saying that
they were lousy) and consistently stated that the films wem not properly intro-
duced or incorporated into the course. Two students gave general negative
evaluations without specific complaints. The following points received two
negative votes earth: (i) In the history seminars it was difficult to "speak
against the Competition" and they appeared to be learning that there was no
hope for future generations, the present government was generally wrong end
corrupt« (2) The seminars in general kept getting off the track". The lectures
needed some introduction, so that their "place" in the total framework might
beMade clear. There were several single criticisms, two of which pertained
to the nature of the students. One of these criticized the lack of student par-
ticipation and the other criticized the inability to make the grade on your own
when required to do individual study.



Fourteen students included both positive arel negait4e evaluationsin their reply to question 1. Most of the positive evaluations (five) weregeneral in nature without specific reference. Four students were positiveabout the group discussion. Two students were negative about the small
group discussions, both of them complaining about having to go to two history
seminars. The positive and negative reactions to.the small group discussions
were both evenly divided between Art- History English and Psychology-
Algebra. (rhis two-category grouping of the courses has some rather interest-
ing implications.) The negative reactions toward the small groups were dueto "too much lecturing" and not enough discussion. Three positive reactionsto the lectures were indicated, again these indicating the Art-History-Englishversus Psyohology-Algebra categories. The negative reactions stated that the
lecturers were disorganized and students did not know what to expect next.
One positive and three negative reactions were concerned with the films. The
negative reactions again indicated that these should be explained or introduced.
Single negative reactions used the following as their reference: (1) tapes.(2) the history seminars need greater guidance and the topics for discussion
should be announced in advance* (3) discussions should not be attempted
with more than ten students in a class , (4) the students were not responding
properly*

Six students offered neutral valuations (neither negative for post-tive) but included factual information in their response. The following com-ments were Rader (1) Facts and applications were occurring in the audio-visual
,prelentations and lectures; (2) the lectures do not relate (in content) to semi-nars; (3) lack of time and homework constitute weaknesses; (4) the films areinformative; (5) there is not enough (formal) presentation; (6) group discuesionis the primary method used by algebra, art, psychology and English, but lec-
ture is the primary method used by history.

Quiallaitai

The responses to the second question included four "no responses"or irrelevant responses, one generally negative respensie 4nd fourteen general-ly positive responses, without specific reference.

The largest number of responses were concerned with the Mis.
Three responses were positive, one indicating that the psychology films wereespecially good. Eight responses were negative, again indicating that someintroduction, explanation and analysis of the films' should be included. Oneof these responses indicated that many of the films were "old"



Most of the other comments were directed towards specific sub-
jects. Six references were made to history. One of these was positive, in-
dicating that it was valuable to be left on your own. Five were critical, in-
dicating that there was no basis for study, subjects were needed for the
discuslions, and that the questions asked and vocabulary used were incompre-
hensible.

Another positive response with referenpe to psychology indicated
that the seminars "remained on the subject" Five negative reactions toward
psychology stressed the need for greater explanation, more small group dis4.
suasion, and "lecturing on more of the texr

Three positive responses were directed toward math, one of these
indicating that discussions remained on the subject.

Three negative responses were directed toward: (1) the quality of
student response (many students were taking advantage of the Mini-Oollege),
(2) there Was not enough discussion in the small groups, most of the discussion
000turing between the teacher and one student. Two negative responses were
directed toward each of the following: (1) discussions that wander off die topics,
(2) lecturers do,not give enough material for small group discussions, (3) the
Mini-College is really no different from the regular tr.* tf organtzatian, es-
pecially the big sessions, (4) everything is disorganised, (5) more time in
class is needed. A number of single comments: (1) more assignments should be
made, (2) the Friday seminars are boring, (3) attendance should be takez,
(4) there should be more explanation, (5) the individual instructors should make
more presentations.

gpm1MIL

In question three, Which 'specifically directed the student to make
suggestions for improvement, 38 persons did not respond or offer relevant re-
sponses. The largest number of suggestions pertained to the seminars (8). The
seminars bitould have some fixed topic for discussion. Four of these responses
were for seminars in general, three wore directed specifically toward the
history seminar, and one toward the art seminar. .One student pointed out that
seminars occurring before and after a lecture presented problems of coordina-
tion. Another referred to the history seminars as "third degree sessions" Five
suggestions were directed toward the films, these again stressing the need for
introduction, explanation, and analysis. Four suggestions indicated that more
time for meetinge was needed. Three suggestions indicated that student bull
sessions _or discussion groups, with or without the instructor, would be of value.

Aa.t.
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A variety of single suggestions were: less time should be spant dis-
cussing vhat is going to be done and what is wrong with the Mini College and
more time doing sonwthing; there are some subjects that should have more ex-
perime!ua don since no two instructors can be expected to follow the same pro-
cedures; better teachers are needed; the regular three hour structure is better;
questions sAould be asked of specific students to get more student participation;
the material 'm 'tapes should be put in the lectures; ihere should be more aims
and speakers more inter-disciplinary activity is required; students should be
pushed; instructors should stay on the subject; and the Priday seminars are in-
ferior due to tht, instructors being Wed end 10Sing lutanist.

91120.2041

Question 4 inquired about the relevance of the educational experiences
to the student's own life» The majority of students either said there was no
relevance or did not raspond to this questiOn. Only twenty students gave some in-
dication that there was some relevance« Eleven of these were evidently referr-
ing to current events which were discussed in history. Nine students made some
response giving specific evidence that the subject matter related directly to
their life. Three of these were with reference to psychology, one with reference
to math, one with reference to art, one with reference to history (and three with
reference to no par ticular subject).

Duesticalli

Have you acquired any new ideas or understandings? If BO. what?

Responses: 52 positive; 13 negative' 7 no anaWer.

zmatiganamestigegaugaink.
1. New ideas from speakers 10
2. Greater understanding of self
3. Better understandlng of world situation (current events)
40 Better understanding of others 3

5,0 Appreciation of Others ideas 4

6. The value of freedom to speak 4

7* arsadened my Outloc4c 2

8. Better understanding of sUbject matter 3

9. Know I'm not well read 1

10. Via more objectionable & seek to understand others 1

U. Istoptothinkmore 3

/2. See life in a different way 3

13 Don't go to school full time unless you have time 2



14. / learn more in small groups 2
15. I'm not as afraid to express my ideas 1

16. I'm able to look for hidden meanings 1

17. Learned I have a responsibility in college 11

18. Better outlook on world
19. Many things--too involved to go into in detail 4

Perhaps the One statement that is representative of the feelings of this (positive)
grow ..Is:

1 believe it is far more important to understand other individuals (and self)
than to learn specifics or material in books. In the Mini-College we do
both.

Imam ,mwata.k.Qatissanat
1. No 4
.2. I do not like Mini College 1

3. An widerstandin4 of confusion
4. Not really 3
5. Learned that we are an agressive nation*

if that's good I.

6. Learn what you're able 1

7. I've learned that if teachers don't attend their
seminars you can't learn much. 1

8. Yes, patience and tolerance 1

Overall feelings of this (negative) groigs seemed to be one of disillusionnient
(not meeting theirexpectations) and iniecuritY (need for More orgarlisatiori).

9vititigalL

DO You feel You are Pricgresoing in the subject matter rapidly enough
or do you feel this' is important?

Responses: 48 poiiitives 14 negatives 7 postliVe and negative. 3
no answer

toicattmasmailzpsegslod:
1. Sufficiently (as much as regular courses)
2. Peel this is not important as long as you c'pver

what you are doing well. (ft is more beneficial
. to know myself better than to know who Was

President in 1804). The purpose of college
is to learn how to learn,

3. We're learning to think and to question--this is
enough.

IS

17

2
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We are progressing at the rate we want--this
is important. (Freedom to take time to
question and to explain) 2

Progtessing as far As hOw meaningful subject is to me. 1

Feel I've acquired More information than other
college students. 1

gveryone to his awn speed. 2
.60 Yes, we are relating past to present, one

subject to another. 1

9. I am doing better than. ever, my teachers are per-
sonalitles 4 not God?-1-reads.

See General Remarks uncle& negatiVe responses to Question 6.

N ativt.12.2mampaltaatttisiL1j

10 Not fast enough a
2. No. due to lack of Class time
3? Not Stimulated enough
4. No tests--too much tend in Some subjects 3

5. Learned More 1st semester
6. Feel like I'm in high school
7. No: but doesn't bother me if doesn't bother

teachers

EX4x1411.2.L.mes tanoLtzganstisoll

1 Progressing in some subjects, not all
. 2* Who is to say how fast one should progress

3. Sometimes l`m lost because of lack of planning
of some teachers

4. Yes. because I learn by myself
5. We could progress faster

2
1

1

2
1

1

to.

Nine students who answered Question 5 positivly arigwered Question 6
negatively or Yes ind No. Five of these answered negatively because of need
fok mc0_ class time; *a awe answered negatively Wows Of lack of testi;
the remainder were in the rer-N9 category.

Of th 13 who answered cuestion S negatively. 10 answered Question 6
negatiyely and 3 answered Yes7No, wMah is quite inteeeiting.

cvps;ion 7:

Do you gain more from lecture or seminar?

1. Nothing gained from either
2 NO answer



3. Gained same from both 16

4. Seminar - A. Because of 40
Smallness of classdeeper discussions.
Can ask questions
Everyone takes part
Exchange of ideas
Stimulates thinking
Compare thoughts and express ideas
Lecture period always films
Relaxed atmosphere

Seminar - B. Several students suggested need for more
seminars.

5. Lecture - (Those who liked lecture or lecture and semi-
nar mentioned guest speakers as best.) 8

6. Depends on my receptiveness 1

7. Own research and reading 1

Reactions from positive group:
33 Seminar
6 Lecture
4 Both
4 Other

gt,m:lon 8:

Reactions from negative group
7 Seminar
3 Lecture
3 Other

D) you feel you have too much free time or too little?

1. Too MIL% 7
Not enough nlass time 7

Not snough pressure to study 1

Not enough homework 1

No mttivation
17

2. Too little
Because of work
I study, oliers do not

4
14
1:

19

3. Depends on person 1

4. If use time properly the right amount 2
5. No college student ever has too much 2
6. / don't utilize m7 time well 1

7, Depends on class 1

8. I plead the 5th 1

9. No answer 6

Out of this group the negative grou0 responded:



2. Too little but '1* study, others donq 1

3. About right - you learn only what yo4 want 1

4. No answer 2
S. I work 3

92plijan9:.

How would you rate your learning to this point in relation to your
classes last semester?

1. Lairned a lot 44
2. Learned a little 22
3. Learned almost nothing
4. No answer 6

92.22W.ILM:

If no understandings have taken place as a result of this work, did
.you stop and think (regarding the areas that have been discussed) ?

1. Yes 45
2. No 2
3. No answer 24

Question 11:

Are there any suggestions that you feel you would like to offer?

32 students responded to this question. To benefit fully &cut these comments,
I would suggest they be read in toto. This is possibly the only way the
true feeling of the group can be perceived.

Esitagraluergritical Thinking A maisa1

Table I presents the means and standard deviations for mini-
college students and students in regular sections of English and history
on the Watson-Weser Critical Thinking Appraisal scales and total scores.
None of the differences are statistically significant. In all but one case,
this being the interpretation subscaler the slight differences tend to favor
the mini-college students. It must be remembered that no attempt was made
to control for ability levels, as might be indicated by ACT scores, previous
educational expertence, etc.
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Table 2 presents the mean score on the Purdue Attitude Scale
for mini-college students, students in regular courses, the total mean and
total standard deviation. In responding to this scale, the mini-college
students were instructed to respond separately toward instruction in Englishe
Bistory: Methematics, and Psychology. The students in the "regular" group
consisted of English and Histczy students. For those in these two sections
also taking Mathematics and Psychology1 comparisons were computed.
Since none of the students in the English and History sections were taking
Art, this comparison could not be made. Again, no statistically significant
differences were observed. The slight differences observed tend to favor
the mini-college. This partially confirms informal observations concerning
the higher level of "esprit de corps" exhibited by mini-college students.

(Another reservation must he kept in mind if conclusions are
based on the Watdon-Glaser or Purdue scores. Only 2/3 of the mt.ni-
college students responded. About haq ef the remaining students were
absent when the instruments were administered. Others ,"walked out" and
refused to complete them.)

Grades EamLd

Tables 3 through 7 indicate the grade distributions for students
enrolled in each of the five mini-college courses compared to students
enrolled in the same courses in the other traditional sections. Chi
square statistics were computed to examine differences in these contingency
tables. The only statistically significant result was obtained for Psychology.
It appears that the mintecollege students received a relatively greater
proportion of "F's" than the students taking Psych 105 in regular sections.
Even with the low probability, this should be taken with some reservation,
due to the small cell frequencies involved. In general, the rather global
evaluations of achievement as reflected in course grades, indicate no
major differences between mini-college students and students in regular
sections. It must be remembered, however, that the measurements upon
which these grades were assigned were not the same, the goals toward
which instruction was offered were not identical, and the relative values
accorded these goals by faculty members differ considerably.

ACT Col.....nalogalso.res

Table 8 presents the distribution of ACT composite scores
for students enrolled in the mini-college and a sample of students repre-
sentative of the entire college. The results in Table 8 indicate that there
is a considerable difference between ACT composite scores for the two
groups, The mean ACT composite score for the mini-college is almost two
points higher than that generally characteristic of El Centro College students.
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The diiitribution of kCT comptiSite scores within categories indicates a
greater proportion of studeritt with ACT scores of 21 and above occurring
in the mini-college; whereas fewer students with scores of 16 and beloW

enrolled in the mini-collage..

Students with ACT scores of 12 and below were not eligible to
enter the mini-college grid are normally directed to GUided Studies progreins.
In order to make the data thote cOmparable within Table 8, scores of 12 or
below were also not tabulated.fcir the total college' satnPle. Therefore,
the mean ACT composite Score kir the total college Sample reported in
Table 8 is, higher than t4at which would be compUted front the total enrcs1-;

ment in the college. (See introduction)

Since differences in ACT scores were .not controlled staqatieally
in the previous analyses, this difference must be tOcen into consietration
when the other statistics are p4amined.

Although no definite gains in instructional efficancy or
effectiveness can be documented, the general reaction, by students and
faculty, has been positive. The differences that do axis: between mini-
college and regular sections, although not statistically reliable, are
mainly in favor of the mini-college type of organizatibu. The most valuable
outcome Is that both instructors and students can mora clearly designate
instructional problem areas, thus making the gradual improvement of
instruction more likely. The mini-college will be 'repeated, " with
certain organizational changes and methodologicei improvements.



Table 1

Comparison of Watscia-Giase: r,
.1 3. NJ. Thinking Appat4.41:.

Regular Sectibils
,Nt....67 N=39

Mean e

11.4 3.1

2. Recooliion of 11.9 3.0
40;ssumptions

Deductioil 18.6

4. ..1,pLermtAtion 17.6

5. Ev1utiofl of 9.9
Argument's

Total Score 69.5

2 7

3 1

.1.8

10.9

11.2

17.5

18.3

9.3

3.0

3.7

3.2

2.4

2.2

67.2 10.6
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Table 2

Comparison of Purdue Attitude Scale

Regular
Mini College Sections Total

English

History

Mathematics

Psychology

7.9

7.5

7.5

7.8

7.6 7.9 1.5
(N=32)

73 7.4 2.0
(14=2

7.0 7.4 1.6

7.5 7.7 1.6
(N=12)
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Table 3

Comparison of Mini College Grades and
Other Sections for English 102

Section

74 400 474



Table 4

Comparison of Mini College Grades and
Other Sections for History 102

84 5Y3

8 71

66

98 710

657

79

72

YmeNINWellelhaspermoreaft.

808

AO< p.e .50

X2 a 1.54
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Table 5

Comparison of Mini College Grades and
Other Sections for Math 101

25

ther Secti n Total

103 128

5 37

I, Wt, WP, WP 8

42

lalmopo~1~16./1~1

42 50

TOTAL 38 182 220

.504. p .70

X2 = 1.36



Table 6

Comparison of Mini College Grades and
Other Sections for Psychology 105

r:rades leation 180

Ao BO Co D 74

Other Section

133

Total

207

12

zo we VVP0 WF 12

IMO 11%101.101MIONOVAN.

3 15

12 24

TOTAt 98 /48 246

p < .01

X2 = 12.58



Table 7

Comparison of Mini College Grades and
Other Sections for Art 104

A98OCD 82

n

33 115

UMW

Ie We We WP 6

00111MILMAIRC4111.4..4.2111-V-7-

3

TOTAL 97 38 135

.70 p dC. .80

X2 = .68



Table 8

c res

Distribution of ACT Composite Scores

Min C Ile e To 4ColIeeSa.1
Number Percent Number Percent

13-14 13 13 216 17

15-1.6 12 12 262 21

17-18 16 16 235 19

19-20 18 18 216 17

21-23 25 26 217 17

over 23 14 14 108 9

TOTAL 98 (99) 1.254 (100)

X2 = 11.21,, df = 5, .05

MEAN 19.4 17.7



APPENDIX

1. Hen!. are the topics (facts, problems, theories, applications) being presented?
(Lecture, Group Discussion, Audio Visual Aids (film, filmstrip), Small Group
Presentation, Individual Reports, Debates, combination of any of the above
or other. )

7111Msal.wMV11.11.1.......11117.211111/11211rMI:ItIrovarsm......,,

-nmamle..CZS:ir.h3,1=2l13W.

In your or3inion, are the methods of presentation adequate? (Discuss) What
are the strengths and weaknesses?=, sase

Venms.,..

3. In your opinion, could the Material be present ed. in a better way? If so, in
what way? .,=1;....

srso=--elucal, ,...r...=,...eara.ar,-

macIne==....11*7Lata...eastia,

4 Do the areas or topics presented..have aziy relat,70a o ycur life? Explain.
movaknlawsw.Cal.,,ronGcSatsed-, 007.=,=-.7,,

1, .1...7/f.,5.

lactwax.,-. S Mellrnrael.-

Have you acquired any mew ideto or und4sTataadingw? if so, what?
324.2r c

egepallesamaameCilia.

Do you feel you are progressing iv. the subject yylatter rapidly enough or do
you feel this is important? Distmos,,

==.amana.mia.

syacrarss' -Cas

r-amp.essanu.na. =
prynell.........=u

,Jr...r,..carmtwa=1311X3Mueeral

7 Do you gain wore from lecture or sal-Dims.? Dismiss. -,=..cm......11.11
MM ..eLwsw=7." .,..1....M,.17We.u.R,un...4aywmmpeiClis....

8. Do you feel you have too much free timtor toe tittle?' Discuss.

9 How would you rate your learning to th'cl, point in rilllation to you classes lastsemester? Learned a lot Lea.rnee a little Lomrned almost tacthinc
10. If no understandings have taken pla(-ie psa result of this work, did you atleast

stop and think ((regarding the areaN that have been discuseed)?_
I. Are there any suggestions that you feel you woztld like to offer?- -Prease the

back of this sheet for this purpose,


